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DERIVATIONAL PROCESSES IN RANGI

Oliver Stegen
SIL

The main object of research described in this paper is Rangi, a scarcely investigated Bantu language of Northern Central Tanzania. Rangi phonology and
morphonology are briefly sketched, including a classification with regard to
both Vowel Height Harmony and Advanced Tongue Root activity. The main
body of the paper consists of a detailed description of Rangi derivational
processes, which follows the pattern established in Maganga and Schadeberg's
description of Nyamwezi, a closely related language. Both verbal derivation,
which exclusively uses the extensional slot of the verb structure, and nominal
derivation, which employs noun class prefixes and a few suffixes, are covered.

1. Introduction

It is no secret that despite decades of thorough linguistic work on Bantu
languages, there are still a great many descriptive gaps. The aim of this paper is to
address one such gap explicitly mentioned in the literature: "little public
information is available on Langi" [Nurse 1999:11]. Rangi 1 is a North-Eastern
Bantu language, classified as F.33 [Guthrie 1967-7111:48], spoken by 310,000
people [Grimes 2000] in the Kondoa District of Northern Central Tanzania. The
data on which the observations reported herein are based was collected during the

1 While the self-referent of the language is KIla:I]gi, it is usually called Rangi in both English
and Swahili. As this paper is written in English, the language will be refered to as Rangi
throughout.
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author's stay in Rangi-speaking country.2 Of course, any language description
has to be selective, and this one is no exception. The main focus of the paper is
the description of verbal and nominal derivation. However, by way of introduction, many phonological and morphonological aspects which could be of particular interest are supplied as well, mainly in subsections 1.1 through 1.3.
Of previous linguistic research on Rangi, only Seidel [1898], Dempwolff
[1916] and Akhavan [1990] go beyond phonological aspects and include at least
some derivational processes, yet most of this treatment is sketchy and rather
general.3 Considering that Akhavan [1990] uses previously unpublished data
collected by Berger in 1935, hardly any morphological data on Rangi younger
than sixty years seems to be readily available. 4
For an outline, Maganga & Schadeberg's [1992] description of Nyamwezi
(henceforth M&S92) has been followed as an example, as it is probably the best
and most comprehensive publication on another Bantu F language, hence quite
relevant to studies in Rangi. It contains a rather detailed section on derivation
(M&S92: 147 -190) which has been very helpful for the organization of this paper.
In addition, Schadeberg [2002] was consulted, and phenomena not mentioned in
M&S92 were added.
1.1. Phonological considerations. In this subsection, the segmental and suprasegmental inventory of Rangi will be summarized, specifically consonants,
vowels, and tones. Table 1 shows the consonant phonemes of Rangi. All con so2 My stays at Kondoa town from June 1997 to August 1998 and at Mnenya village from
September 1998 to June 2000 were made possible by a residence permit, nr. C 42314, at the
invitation of the Anglican Diocese of Central Tanganyika to whom I am most grateful. I am
indebted to those Rangi who provided information about their mother tongue, foremost among
them Rajabu Isangu and Saada Saidi (of Kolo-Mnenya), Mama Bahati (of Kondoa-Ausia),
Samweli Ramadhani (of Haubi-Kalamba), and Andrew Lujuo (of Mondo-Soya). Distinctions
between the four dialects (Haubi, Kondoa, Kolo, and Mondo) are mainly phonetic and lexical,
and hence do not playa significant role in the consideration of derivation. Further, I want to
thank Ron Moe (for help with managing the data with the Shoebox software), staff and
participants of the SIL AFA morpho-syntax workshop September 2001 at the BTL Ruiru
Centre (for providing the perfect environment for writing the first versions of this paper), Rod
Casali, Derek Nurse, Thilo Schadeberg, Karen VanOtterloo, and Joost Zwarts, as well as an
anonymous reviewer and the editor of SAL (for insightful comments), and my wife Dorothea
(for supporting me in every way possible). The usual disclaimers apply, of course.
3 Dempwolff [1916: 121-122] contains a list of functional suffixes following verbal stems, yet
does not subsume allomorphs under one morpheme, e.g., -Ir- and -er- under applicative (cf.
sections 1.3 and 2.2.3).
4 Dunham [2001] was not recei ved in time for consideration in this paper.
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nants except w have been found with labialized, and all consonants except p, dz,
ndz and p with palatalized modification. Absence of py results from Proto-Bantu
*pi having become Rangi fy, e.g., *-piat- corresponds to -fyaata 'to seize'.
T abl e 1 C onsonant pIhoneme chart
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alveolar
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+
+
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d
b
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An unusual feature is the palatalized palatal approximant yy. Phonetically, the
difference is that between non-syllabic [I] and non-syllabic [i]. Contrasting words
are given in (1). Note that palatalized s is realized as [c] which, consequently, has
not been analyzed as a phoneme in its own right.
(1) a. lusaya

b. kuseya

'cheek'
'to say'

versus
versus

kuvayya
kuseyya

'to trip s.o.'
'to remove'

Care also has to be taken to distinguish the palatalized alveolar nasal ny,
realized with apical contact, from the palatal nasal p, which is realized dorsally.
Admittedly, the near-minimal pair shown in (2) exhibits major differences in
morphological build-up as well as additional distinctiveness in tone and stress.
(2) a. ku16'mapa

b. ku'J6manya

<
<

ku+16+maJ1+a
ku+16man+i+a

'to know it (cUI)'
'to cause to meet'

The vowel phonemes are charted in Table 2. Note that vowel length is distinctive, as shown in (3), but instances of long vowels after labialized or palatalized
consonants and before prenasalized plosives are attributable to compensatory
lengthening (cf. section 1.3). In order to facilitate the marking of tone, long
vowels will be written with double letters rather than with following ':'.
(3) a. kuJeiva 'to sprain'
b. muk6lu 'father-in-law'

versus
versus

kulaava
muk66lu

'to wake up early'
'elder brother'
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Table 2: Vowel phoneme chart
front
short long
extra-high (+ATR)
high (-ATR)
mid (-ATR)
low

I

back
short long
u:
u

1

!

1:

I

I

I:

u

u:

e

j

e:
a

0

0:

a:

Table 3: Tones on short and long vowels
short vowel
low tone
high tone
mba va
ibcita
'cockroach'
'duck'

mukuvu
'navel'

mukulu
'father-in-law'

long vowel
low tone

high tone

rising tone

falling tone

baanka
'room'

mpaaha
'fingernail'

ibaandI
,grasshopper'

ibaanda
'hut'

klkuungu
'epidemic'

mukuulu
'elder brother'

ikuungulu
'pied crow'

kIkuungu
'cockspur'

In Rangi, there are high and low tones (marked with acute accent and
unmarked, respectively). As shown in Table 3, short vowels occur with high or
low tone whereas long vowels occur with high, low, rising or falling tone. This is
an indication of the fact that the mora, and not the syllable, is the tone bearing
unit in Rangi.
A phrase-final H tone deletion rule operates in Rangi. All words ending in H
tone underlyingly, regardless of how many syllables this H tone spans, are
realized as low at the end of an utterance, including in isolation, only retaining
their H tones phrase-initially or -medially. Examples of this effect are shown in
(4), contrasting nouns in isolation and with following demonstrative pronoun.
Example (4a), taking a low tone item from table 3, shows that there are true
underlyingly L tone nouns which do not exhibit a H tone if followed by a
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demonstrative. This low tone realization of lexical items in isolation, as in (4a-e),
could account for the fact that, in the literature, Rangi is often portrayed as having
lost at least part of its tonal distinctiveness [e.g., Guthrie 1967-7111:48, Nurse
1999:23]. Examples (4d-e) show that a single H tone can be assigned to more
than one mora. Also, two separate H tones can be assigned to a nominal stem
underlyingly, as shown in examples (4f-i). Of these, (4h-i) seem to constitute a
violation of the Obligatory Contour Principle. Of course, the lexical stems
concerned could have been bimorphematic in the past. However, there remains no
synchronic evidence of this.
(4) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
1.

mukuvu
mudala
p:Jr:Jr:J:Jda
mulume
mbavariri
kltr;;amplhI
ibaahlra

versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus

IJk6IJg:J:Jd~:J

versus

nteitere

versus

mukuvu uhu
mudaJa uhu
p:JDD:Jda IhI
muJ6mi uhu
m bci variri IhI
kltr;;amplhi IkI
ibaahlra IrI
IJk6IJg66d~6 IhI
nteitiri IhI

'(this) navel'
'(this) old woman'
'(this) kind of snake'
'(this) husband'
'(this) sorrow'
'(this) rafter'
'(this) feather'
'(this) butterfly'
'(this) pumpkin seed'

On verbs, lexical tone distinctions seem to have been lost. 5 Every verbal stem
receives one H tone which, as shown in (5), is assigned to the ante-penultimate
stem mora and spreading to any preceding stem morae. On stems shorter than
three morae, as in (5a-b), the earliest possible stem mora receives the H tone.
(5) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

kurya
kusika
ku16:Jla
kukiIJgied:ta
kudalahala
kuryaanirilrya

'eat'
'laugh'
'marry'
'avoid'
'become old'
'make even'

Rangi makes use of grammatical tone. As shown in (6), the tone on the
imperative is displaced to the right edge compared to the tone on the infinitive.

5 In the minor dialect of Kolo, tonal minimal pairs have been recorded for verbs lexically.
These are disregarded here, however, as both the two major dialects of Haubi and Kondoa and
the other minor dialect of Mondo do not exhibit these.
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(6) a. kub:5ka

b. kufyaahlra
c. kuJahiriIrya

versus
versus
versus

'dig (well)'
b:Jka nccd:?a
fyaahira nccd:?a 'sweep (well)'
Jahmirya nccd:?a 'order (well)'

As shown in (7), the verbal tense-aspect forms for distant past and past
habitual are distinguished by tone only. A detailed analysis of verbal tone is
beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader is referred to Akhavan
[1990].
(7) a. nab:5kaa
versus
nab:Jkaa

'I used to dig'
'I dug (long ago)'

b. att;;irivaa 'he used to be late'
versus
att;;crcvaa 'he was late (long ago)'
c. vasiririkiraa
versus
vascrcrckcraa

'they used to slide down'
'they slid down (long ago)'

1.2. Morphological considerations. Only two morphological features are relevant to the derivational processes described herein, viz. the structure of the verb
and the class prefixes on noun stems. The basic order of components in a verb is
(with optional components in brackets):
Subject - Tense/Aspect - (Object) - Root - (Extension) - Final Vowel
A few instances of the verb structure are given in (8). In the following sections,
underlying tone is shown on nouns, but surface tone on verbs. 6

6 The following abbreviations are used:
APPL applicative
IND indicative
PRES present
CAUS causative
NEG negative
PST
past
CON consecutive
PASS passive
SUBJ subjunctive
1S,3S first, third person singular
CONT continuous
PFV perfective
A number alone refers to a noun class. Other transcription conventions will be mentioned in
section 1.3 according to the morphonological process they relate to.
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(8) a. n-:5:5-mu-ttrtk-er-a
lS-PRES:CONT-3S-cook-APPL-IND
'I am cooking for him.'

b. t9-a-n-turimt-y-a
7-PST -1 S-be_crazy-CAUS-IND
'It drove me crazy.'

c. aa-n-dah-ir-c
3S:PRES-IS-show-APPL-SUBJ
'He should show me.'
An overview of noun class prefixes is given in table 4.
Tab Ie 4: Noun class pre f lxes
112
3/4
5/6
sg mu- mu- 1pi

va-

mI-

ma-

11/10

12/19

kI-

9/10
N-

/u-

ka-

Vl-

N-

N-

fl-

7/8

14
u-

15
ku-

Note that, as is common in Eastern Bantu languages, prefixes of noun classes
9 and 10 consist of an underlyingly unspecified nasal which assimilates in place
of articulation to following plosives, as in (9a-c). It elides before other consonants, as in (9d-f),7 and is realized as [j1] when preceding vowel-initial stems,
as in (9g).
(9) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

mbere
nt:>he
I)ka/a
fiiwa
haaiI
sa/u
J1eere

'front'
'dung'
'mongoose'
'kidney'
'joke'
'sand'
'badger'

1.3. Morphonological considerations. Several morphonological processes are
relevant for the description of derivation in Rangi. Most of the processes
described in the following concern vowel harmony or vowel coalescence, and
7 Prenasalized Imvl was not found in the corpus. Class 9 nouns with initial v include viryo
'grain' and vudu 'dikdik',
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they apply foremost to verbal suffixes and noun class prefixes. In verbal extensions with the vowels I and u, asymmetric vowel height harmony occurs after
stems with the vowels e and :J. That means that I is lowered to e after both e and
:J while u is lowered to :J only after :J, as shown in (10). The verbal extensions
concerned are the Applicative -Ir- and the transitive Separative -ul-.
(10) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

-hcik-lr-a
-kir-er-a
-b:5k-er-a
-hal-ul-a
-bind-u/-a
-h:5n-:J/-a

'smear at/for'
'cut at/for'
'dig at/for'
'strip off
'break off
'wipe off

Vowel harmony has been analyzed in detail and across a substantial proportion of Bantu languages by Hyman [1999], yet that study does not include data on
Rangi. Rangi would accordingly be classifiable as a seven vowel language with
canonical Vowel Height Harmony, as all five properties of that harmony apply in
Rangi: the above shown asymmetry, the facts that a neither triggers nor undergoes harmony, and that harmony does not apply to either final vowels or prefix
vowels [Hyman 1999:238].
Prefixes with the vowels I and u either desyllabify on vowel-initial stems
leading to compensatory lengthening of the stem-initial vowel, or they coalesce
assimilating completely in the process. Such lengthened vowels are transcribed as
long. Table 5 shows these processes for the prefixes of noun classes 3 and 4,
being singular and plural of the respective noun stems.
Table 5: Vowel coalescence of noun class prefixes 3 and 4
mu- (class 3)

mI- (class 4)

u+a >waa

mwaakci 'year'

u+e > wee

mweiri

U+I > WII
u+i > wii
U+J

>

JJ

Ha > yaa

myacikci 'years'

He > yee

myeiri 'months'

no example found

HI >11

no example found

mwiiwa 'thorn'

Hi > ii

miiwa 'thorns'

HJ >

my:Jada 'medicine'

m:J:Jda

'moon'

'medicine'

u+u > uu

muumbu 'calabash'

u+u > uu

muumu

'figtree'

yJJ

HU > yuu

myuumbu 'calabashs'

HU > yuu

myuumu 'figtrees'
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Even though no example with vowel initial I was found, the outcome is still
predictable. Remarkably, the front-back asymmetry shows again, in that I desyllabifies preceding both t: and :J, while u desyllabifies before t: only but assimilates
to :J.
While most vowels before prenasalized consonants are long, indicating compensatory lengthening, some exceptions as shown in (11) have been found.
(11) a. musiI)ga
b. I)kundt:
c. iY:Jmbe

'child'
'dove (species)'
'price, trade'

Complementary lengthening due to prenasalized consonants applies predominantly to the penultimate position which, as in many Bantu languages, normally
receives stress in Rangi. Examples of lengthening in other positions are given in
(12).
(12) a. mukaandala
b. mukuuI)gud:?u
c. kamuunt(;uuru

'belt'
'firefly'
'small robe'

Especially in the ante-penultimate position of verbs, vowel length contrasts
occur before prenasalized consonants, as shown in (13).
(13) a.
b.
c.
d.

kuseeI)gula
kusaambula
kut(;UUI)gIra
kuyeendera

'strip'
'destroy'
'wrap up'
'visit'

but
but
but
but

kus:JI)g:Jla 'carve'
kusumpula 'bother'
kUSUI)gIra
'peep'
kubCndula 'break off'

Another process of vowel harmony is leftward [+ATR] spreading which
applies both from stems onto prefixes and from suffixes onto stems. This process
has been investigated cross-linguistically by Casali [1998], and Rangi fits in
accordingly as a seven [i 1 e a J U u] vowel system with dominant [+ATR]. The
vowels [iJ and [u] spread their [+ATR] feature leftward, resulting in [+ATR]
variants [i e 0 u] of the underlyingly [-ATR] vowels [I e J u]. This process
seems to be gradient, i.e., having diminished effect with increasing distance from
the [+ATR] spreading vowel. Underlying rather than harmonized vowels will be
written in all instances. In (14), phonetic realizations of two phonemic forms
containing leftward [+ATR] shift are shown.
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:::::}
(14) a. mu-kimd-i 'sorcerer'
b. mu-l:5:Jl-i 'bridegroom':::::}

[mu'ktrt:ncfl]
[mu'16:fI]
<
T

In root-final position of verbs, the liquids rand 1 are found in complementary
distribution, with r before front, and 1 before back vowels. Consequently, suffixes
with front vowels effect a change of 1 to r in the last consonant position of the
stem. In a second step, inter-liquid front vowels can then be optionally deleted as
shown in (15).
(15)

-tr;;uuI]gula

+ -Ir

'untie'

:::::}

-tr;;uuI]gunra

(:::::} - tr;; UuI]gurra)

'untie for'

While other morphonological processes exist, these are not directly relevant
for the main body of this paper, i.e., the description of derivation in Rangi.

2. Verbal Derivation
Verbal derivation in Rangi is restricted to the extension slot in the verb structure.
It can be differentiated into nonverb-to-verb and verb-to-verb derivation.

2.1. Nonverb-to-verb derivation. Only one nonverb-to-verb derivational
morpheme has been observed, namely, the suffix -ha s in the extensional slot of
the verb structure. The morpheme is non-productive, and for some verbs given in
(16), the original noun or adjective can no longer be established.
(16) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

-neneha
-rutaha
-anguha
-l:5I]gJha
-liIha
-b:5oha
-viIha

'become fat'
'become heavy'
'become light'
'tell a lie'
'be long'
'be good'
'be bad'

(cf. -nene 'fat')
(cf. -rutJ 'heavy')
(cf. tr;;aI]gutr;;aaI]gu 'quickly')
(cf. uJ:5:5I]g:5 'lie')
(cf. -liihI 'long')

8 The final -a of this suffix is actually the final vowel slot of the verb structure. In the literature,
this nonverb-to-verb derivational suffix is often called 'inchoative'.
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2.2. Extensions. Verb-to-verb derivation is confined to the extensional slot of the
verb structure. 9 In the following, productive extensions will be discussed before
non-productive ones.
2.2.1 Passive. Passive is marked by the suffix -w_.10 A longer form -iw- has only
been found in riiwa 'to be eaten'. Passive -w- can be affixed to all transitive verbs
a few examples of which are shown in (17). The passives in (17d-e) lose their
root-final consonant, for which there is no regular explanation. The passive in
(17f) does not seem to have a corresponding active form. It should be noted that
the combination of passive -w- with the perfective suffix -ire results in -irwe.
'be married'
'be bitten'
b. -JUmwa
c. -vyaaJwa 'be born'
'be killed'
d. -uJawa
'be given'
e. -hcewa
'be ripe, ripen'
f. -virwa

(17) a. -J:5:JJwa

(cf.

(cf.
(cf.
(cf.

(cf.

-J:5~la

'marry')
-JUma 'bite')
-vyaaJa 'beget, give birth')
-uJaha 'kill')
-hcera 'give')

One function of passives is to de-emphasize the agent of a transitive phrase. In
examples such as those in (18), the agent of the action need not be mentioned at
all.
9 In Rangi, as in other Bantu F languages, the reciprocal suffix -an- has merged semantically
with the reflexive marker -i- that occupies the object marker slot of the verb structure. Some
forms with -an- have survived, although these are now non-productive (cf. section 2.2.6).
While the reciprocal! reflexive prefix -i- is inflectional, several examples are given below in
which some seem to have become lexicalized. Whether Rangi employs devices for distinguishing between those two meanings has not been established.
a. -ihala

'scratch oneself'

(cf. -hala 'scrape')

b. -itccra

'feel'

(cf. -tccra 'hear')

c. -ivisa

'hide oneself'

(cf. -visa 'hide')

d. -isuka

'plait own hair'

(cf. -suka 'plait hair')

e. -llaha

'take an oath'

(cf. -laha 'promise')

f.

'assemble'

(cf. -dziiIJga 'collect')

g. -i15Jla

'marry each other'

(cf. -J5Jla 'marry')

h. -ireka

'leave each other'

(cf. -rcka 'leave')

i.

-idziiIJga

-lvaa

'hit each other, fight' (cf. -vaa 'hit')

10 Whether -w- is underlyingly -u- which subsequently desyllabifies cannot be decided from
synchronic evidence.
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id~:5

puumba y-a-taas-irwe

yesterday house
9-PRES-plaster-PFV:PASS
'Yesterday, the house was plastered.'

2.2.2. Causative. Causative is marked by the suffix -y-. Underlyingly, this -ymust be -i-, as it spreads [+ATR] to the left, e.g., (1 Ob) -liIhya is phonetically
[li:hia], The longer form -isy- has been observed in -riisya 'to feed' from -rya 'to
eat'. Like the passive, causative -y- is incorporated into the perfective suffix -ire,
resulting in -iirye. Most causatives, as shown in (19), are transparent with regard
to their derivation. Others, as in (20a-c), seem to have undergone a semantic shift
or, as in (20d-e), are no longer connected to a form used synchronically.
(19) a.
b.
c.
d.

-:5fya
-lilhya
-kiimya
-memya

'frighten'
'lengthen'
'lower down'
'fill'

(cf. -:5fa 'fear')
(cf. -lilha 'be long')
(cf. -kiima 'descend')
(cf. -mema 'be full')

(20) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

-lahya
-keehya
-b:5:Jya
-urya
-peyya

'show'
'reduce'
'do/think'
'ask'
'sleep'

(cf. -Mha 'promise')
(cf. -keeha 'breathe')
(possibly related to -b:5:Jha 'be good')

At least one non-causative verb borrowed from Swahili, viz. -tosha with [J] in
root-final position, has been reinterpreted as causative, i.e., -t:5:J(.;a 'to be
sufficient' .11

2.2.3. Applicative. The Applicative is marked with the suffix -Ir-/-cr-. It is a
productive morpheme which is heavily used in everyday language, adding a
participant to a verb's action or event. The two most common uses which can be
applied to most verbs are benefactive and locational, as shown in (21). Note that
(21e) is locational only. Other uses include intensive (22a-b), instrumental (22cd), directional (22e-f), and circumstantial or reason (22g).

11 This reinterpretation becomes evident in the perfective form yat:5:5siiryt: 'it has been
enough' where the causative -y- is incorporated into the perfective suffix -ire. Unlike in
Swahili, Ul does not exist in the Rangi phoneme inventory, the closest sound being [c;;], which
is the realization of palatalized lsi.
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(21) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

-b:5kera
-tahIra
-funra
-tCUU1)gIra
-wiira

'dig at/for'
'draw (water) at/for'
'wash (clothes) at/for'
'tie at/for'
'fall at'

(22) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

-tcunra
-iimbIra
-kamIra
-kcrcra
-kibinra
-tcwiIra
-wumIra

'smash completely'
'sing a lot'
'milk (cow) using'
'cut using'
'run towards'
'spit onto'
'dry up concerning'
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(cf. -b:5ka 'dig')
(cf. -taha 'draw (water)')
(cf. -fu1a 'wash (clothes)')
(cf. -tcuu1)ga 'tie')
(cf. -wya 'fall')
(cf. -tcu1a 'smash')
(cf. -iImba 'sing')

(cf. -kama 'milk (cow)')
(cf. -kcra 'cut')
(cf. -kibIra 'run')
(cf. -tcwa 'spit')
(cf. -wuma 'dry up')

As shown in (23), frozen forms indicated by semantic shift (23a-c) or by lost
basic form (23d-g) occur rather frequently.
(23) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

-MhIra
-imIra
-tumIra
- w:5:5d~era
-sundIra
-akIra
-hUUVIra

'believe'
(cf. -Mha 'promise')
'start'
(cf. -ima 'stand')
'be engaged'
(cf. -tuma 'send')
'wait'
'kiss'
'have in mouth'
'fan'

2.2.4. Separative. The Separative is marked with the suffix -v1-/-:J1-. It is not a
productive morpheme, most instances given in (24) having lost any connection to
corresponding basic forms.
(24) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

-tcuu1)gv1a
-kwaatu1a
-:5k:J1a
-tcc1)gv1a
-p:5tC:J1a
-su1v1a
-salvIa
-rcc1)gv1a
1. -puJ1ula

'untie'
'let slip'
'redeem'
'accompany after visit'
'pierce'
'bleed'
'split lengthwise'
'inspect'
'shave'

(cf. -tcuu1)ga 'tie')

(cf. -kwaata 'seize')
(cf. -:5ka 'bum')
(cf. -tcc1)ga 'invite for visit')
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2.2.5. Neuters. Neuters are marked with the suffix -Ik-/-ek- in general, and the
suffix -uk-/-:Jk- for intransitive forms of the Separative. Neither of these forms is
productive, yet there are only a few forms which cannot be traced to a corresponding base.
(25) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

-6neka
-unIka
-tunka
-yinka
-saambuka
-dumuka
-hiinduka

'be visible'
'be broken'
'be cracked'
'be unconscious'
'be harmed'
'be torn'
'return (intrans.)'

(cf. -6na 'see')
(cf. -una 'break')
(cf. -tuJa 'crack s.th.')
(cf. -saambuJa 'harm, destroy')
(cf. -dumuJa 'tear')
(cf. -hiinduJa 'return sth.')

A number of instances of -Ik- seem to have a causative (or impositive)
meaning. None of those shown in (26) can with certainty be related to corresponding verbs.
(26) a.
b.
c.
d.

-J6mlka
-Jaanka
-anka
-vereka

'bleed by cupping'
'invite'
'circumcise'
'carryon back'

(cf. -Juma 'bite')
(cf. -JaaJa 'lie down')
(cf. -aJa 'spread')

2.2.6. Other Non-Productive Extensions. The four non-productive extensions
with low vowels listed by M&S92 [p.163-165] for Nyamwezi, viz. -aJ-, -am-,
-an-, and -at-, are all found in Rangi as well. M&S92 give the following reason
for calling the suffix -aJ- active-positional and the suffix -am- passive-positional:
"Although this extension is not particularly infrequent, its meaning is
somewhat obscure. The only case where a corresponding underived
verb exists is obviously an old, lexicalized derivation. If 'to sit' is
derived from 'to go down', then this suggests that the subject of a verb
with the extension -aJ- has completed the action expressed by the
underived verb and is now in the position resulting from it. Some other
examples support the hypothesis that this extension describes a position
of the body, but the subjects are generally more active than in verbs
with the extension -am-." [Maganga & Schadeberg 1992:163]
Rangi examples of both extensions are given in (27).
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(27) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

-taJaJa
-ikaJa
-JwaaJa
-IaaJa
-paaJa
-vaaJa
-tr;;aaJa
-inama
1. -tumama
J. -asama
k. -tr;;waama
l. -saama

'fly'
'sit'
'fall ill'
'lie down'
'inherit'
'carryon shoulder'
'remain'
'incline'
'work'
'open mouth'
'kneel'
'move (house)'
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(cf. -taJa 'go up (moon)')
(cf. -ika 'go down, flow')
(cf. -JauJa 'cure')

(cf. -inuJa 'lift')
(cf. -tuma 'send')

A non-productive form of the Reciprocal is -an- (see footnote 9 for reference
to its productive equivalent). As evident in (28), however, establishing corresponding basic forms is difficult at best. Although in (28b-c) both basic forms
'bite' and 'grind' include the idea of 'coming into contact', namely teeth and
grinding stones, respectively, such an etymology for the corresponding reciprocals cannot be proven on synchronic grounds.
(28) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

'border on'
'meet'
'meet'
'forge'
l2
-ityaana 'resemble'
-hakana
-Jumana
-r;;aana
-tr;;aana

(cf. muhaka 'border')
(cf. -Juma 'bite')
(cf. -r;;a 'grind')
(cf. -tr;;ziJa 'hit, strike')

The non-productive extension -at- marks the Contactive, as shown in (29).
(29) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

-kwaata
-Jwaata
-tyaata
-finaata
-aMMata

'seize, hold'
'tread on'
'hold'
'rub, massage'
'stroke'

2.3. Co-occurences. Unlike any other slot in the Rangi verb structure, the
extensional slot can be occupied by more than one marker. The usual order in
12 This form probably includes the reflexive/reciprocal prefix -i-, yet without a basic form, that
is difficult to determine.
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which extensional markers follow each other is given in (30).1 3 Table 6 then
gives examples of each case of two successive extensional markers.
(30) SeparativelNeuter - Applicative - Causative - Passive

Additionally, as shown by the examples in (31), most extensions can co-occur
with the Reflexive/Reciprocal -i-, which, of course, is not successive, as it precedes the verb root.
Table 6: Successive extensions
Separative

Separative

Neuter

-paIJg61ula

-hUm61uka

'put in disorder' 'rest'

Applicative

Causative

Passive

-16IJg:5rera

-t6mburya

-16:Jlwa

'lead s.o. to'

'wake s.o.'

'be mamed'

-hiind6klra

-m:5nd:Jkya

-kalukwa

Separati veNeuter
Neuter

'return for'

'flatten'

'be thirsty'

-iniklra

-:5nekya

-tcrekwa

'go down'

'make visible'

'be cooked'

Applicative

-:5ycrera

-rimlrya

-d66mblrwa

'swim'

'forget'

Causative

'be praised'
-vaiwa

'be blown away'
Passive

(31) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

-itcziziI]guJa
-itilka
-ifafIra
-irzimlra
-id~zivlra

-iycrya
-ilaaI]gya

'give birth' (lit. 'untie oneself)
'carry on one's own head'
'defend oneself
(cf. -fafa 'be difficult')
'agree with each other'
(cf. -rzima 'assent')
'get used to'
'dance in contest with other men' (cf. -ycra 'measure')
'advise' (lit.: cause to watch oneself)

A few causatives of words containing the non-productive extensions -al- and
-an- were found, as shown in (32).
(32) a.
b.
c.
d.

-tcaarya
-lwaarya
-Wmanya
-asakanya

'leave behind'
'wound s.o.'
'make others meet'
'trade, exchange'

13 So far, no counter-examples have been found.

(cf. -tcaala 'remain')
(cf. -lwaala 'fall ill')
(cf. -16mana 'meet')
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Examples of more than two successive extensions are given in (33).
(33) a. -kunikirIra 'cover'
b. -mariklrya 'finish'
c. -Mhirirya 'order'

[Neuter + double Applicative]
[Neuter + Applicative + Causative]
[double Applicative + Causative]

The repetition of an extensional marker (observed only for Separative and
Applicative) might indicate an intensification of the action. However, a definite
semantic difference with the same stem bearing only a single instance of the
extension could not be established.
(34) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

-sambalula
-sawalula
-teercra
-f:5:5kercra
-ryaanirIra

'spoil'
'choose'
'listen'
'spill'
'be equal'

(cf. -saambula 'harm, destroy')
(cf. -sawula 'choose')
(cf. -teera 'hear')
(cf. -f:5:Jka 'flow over' and -f:5:5kera 'scald')

3. Nominal Derivation
Nominal derivation, by the very nature of the structure of the noun, makes heavy
use of noun class prefixes. However, a few suffixes do occur. As in the section on
verbal derivation, productive processes will be discussed before non-productive
ones.

3.1. Verbal nouns. As in most Bantu languages, the verb infinitive is formed
with ku-, the prefix of noun class 15. This form can function as an argument of a
verb as shown in (35a), yet retains some verbal qualities like the inclusion of an
object marker, as in (35b).
(35) a. /-sisi
n-sa-naa-va F:J:Jlita maa mi-is:J:Jri ya-ka-anda ku-f6ma.
5-moment 5-NEG-PST-be Folita then 6-tear
6-CON-begin IS-occur
'A little while had not yet passed Folita, and (his) tears started (their)
occurrence. '
b. Na-saak-ilrc
ku-i-:5na.
IS:PRES-want-APPL:PFV 15-9-see
'I have searched for seeing it.' (refering to a lost arrow)

As shown in (36), these infinitives can stand in subject or object position of a
phrase. No other forms of verbal nouns were observed in the Rangi corpus.
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(36) a. Ku-t6klra vaa-ntu kw-a-vIIha.
I5-insult 2-person I5-PRES-be bad
'Insulting people is bad.'
b. M:J-:Jsi
e-end-ire
ku-seka kw-aaj1u maatuku.
I-old man 3S-love-PFV 15-laugh 15-your(pl) very much
'The old man loved your laughing very much.'

3.2. Agent nouns. Verbs are commonly nominalized by prefixing mu-, the prefix
of noun class 1, and suffixing -i an agentive marker. Two indications that this
process is still productive are that class 1 agentive nouns bear the same tone as the
verbs they are derived from, and that the process is applicable to words like the
basic verb of (37d) which has been borrowed from a neighbouring Cushitic
language.
(37) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

mutcuundi
mukimdi
mutcaani
musakaati
muJ:5:JJi
mwiivi

'moral teacher'
'sorcerer'
'blacksmith'
'hunter'
'bridegroom'
'thief'

(cf.
(cf.
(cf.
(cf.

-tcuunda 'teach morals')
-kimda 'bewitch')

- t~aana 'forge')

-sakaata 'hunt')
(cf. -J:5:JJa 'marry')
(cf. -iva 'steal')

There are tentative indications that agentivization with the -i suffix was
historically applied to other noun classes too, as shown in (38). However, in these
cases, tone does not remain stable during the process, i.e., the lexical tone of the
noun does not reflect the tone of the original verb.
(38) a. mweeri
b. mlkiri
c. kIsuri
d. kIfwiinri
e. kIb:Jl)gi
f. upaari

(c1.3)

'moon'
'soot'
(c1.7) 'fart'
(cl. 7) 'storm'
(cl. 7) 'advice'
(c1.14) 'inheritance'
(clA)

(cf. -era 'become light, bright')
(cf. -kira 'make dull')
(cf. -suJa 'fart')
(cf. -fwilra 'blow')
(cf. -J:5:Jnga 'reconcile')
(cf. -paaJa 'inherit')

3.3. Diminutives and augmentatives. The prefix ka- of class 12 (with plural fiin 19) is used to form diminutives. While the morpheme is mostly productive,
note that (39d) seems to have lexicalized. No derogatory uses of diminutives were
found in the corpus.
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(39) a.
b.
c.
d.

kaJ1aawu
kaana
kataampi
kasuuJa

'kitten'
'infant'
'twig'
'foreskin'
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(cf.J1aawu 'cat')
(cf. mwaana 'child')
(cf. itaampi 'branch')
(cf. isuuJa 'shell, skin')

The prefix i- of class 5 (with plural ma- in 6) is regularly used to form
augmentatives. Again, cases of lexicalization like (40d) are observed, whereas no
derogatory uses occurred in the corpus.
(40) a.
b.
c.
d.

idaafu
ikabaaku
isaan
it:Jhe

'big billy-goat'
'big bull'
'coarse sand'
'mud'

(cf.
(cf.
(cf.
(cf.

ndaafu 'billy-goat')
I]kabaaku 'bull')
lusaan 'sand')
nt:Jhe 'cow dung')

3.4. Qualitative. Noun class 14 with prefix u- contains mainly abstract nouns.
One derivational process involves the nominalization of adjectives as shown in
(41). As adjectives are presumably a closed class in Rangi, the productivity of the
process is limited even though it applies to all members of the adjectival class.
Note that (4lf-g) are related to the verbs -ira 'be(come) white' and -ira
'be(come) dark', respectively, but are here analyzed as nominalizations of adjectives and not of verbs.
(41) a. uk66lu
b. udlilidi
c. uliihI
d. uklifi
e. urut:J
f. weeru
g. wiiru

'bigness, size'
'smallness'
'length'
'shortness'
'weight'
'whiteness, light'
'blackness, darkness'

(cf. -k661u 'big')
(cf. -dlilidi 'small')
(cf. -liihI 'long')
(cf. -klifi 'short')
(cf. -rut:J 'heavy')
(cf. -eru 'white, light')
(cf. -iru 'black, dark')

It is also possible, however, to replace the prefixes of nouns from other classes
with class 14 prefix u-, thus forming an abstract noun, as shown in (42). This does
not seem to be a productive process, however.
(42) a.
b.
c.
d.

W:J:JSl
ukabaaku
usavi
uuntu

'old age'
'strength'
'witchcraft'
'being, personhood'

(cf.
(cf.
(cf.
(cf.

m:J:Jsi 'elder')
I]kabaaku 'bull')
musavi 'witch')
muuntu 'person')
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3.5. Peoples, languages, and countries. There is a regular relationship between
people groups in classes 112, and their languages and countries in classes 7 and
14, respectively, as shown in (43). Note, however, the exception of the Rangi
country in (43c).l4
(43) a. mumbuuwe, vambuuwe
kImbuuwe, umbuuwe

'Mbugwe man, people'
'Mbugwe language, country'

b. mufy:5JmI, vafy:5JmI
kIfy:5JmI, ufy:5JmI

'Gorowa man, people'
'Gorowa language, country'

c. mulaaI)gi, valaaI)gi
kIlaaI)gi, iraaI)gi

'Rangi man, people'
'Rangi language, country'

3.6. Non-productive processes. The nominal derivational processes which are
described in the following two sections are no longer productive in Rangi.

3.6.1. Verb-to-noun derivation. As in many East African Bantu languages, the
most common non-productive verb-to-noun derivational process makes use of the
suffix -J which may have carried a meaning of 'instrumental'. It is found
throughout all noun classes except classes 112. Note that some words include the
applicative suffix -Ir-, especially body parts in classes 5/6 (44i and I, the latter
plus causative -y-) and instruments (44h, k, 0, r, v), whereas other words denoting
instruments are formed directly from the underlying verb (44a, b, q). A possible
explanation could be that the former words necessarily include the notion of
movement which the latter lack.
(44)

classes 3/4
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

mukwaatJ
mutiIkJ
muk:5JdZJ
munmJ
mufub
mugiritJ

'tongs'
'ladle'
'urine'
'work'
'river'
'slope'

(cf.
(cf.
(cf.
(cf.
(cf.
(cf.

-kwaata 'seize')
-tiIka 'put up on another')
-k:5Jdza 'urinate')
-rima 'farm')
-f6la 'move')
-girita 'descend')

class 4
g. mIrwyaab 'clothes'

(cf. -rwyaala 'wear')

14 An explanation of this irregularity could be found in possible influence from Bantu F
languages further to the West in which the respective countries' self-referents are Irimi, Iramba
and lsanzu.
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classes 5/6
h. ifyaahIr::>
1.

j.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.

itc:;waamIr::>
ikaa1]gub
iku1usIr::>
ilwaatIry::>
ip::>:5tc:;::>
inh::>
ic:;iir::>

class 6
p. ma1:51:5s::>

'broom'
'knee'
'scraping tool'
'whetstone'
'foot'
'broken eye'
'payment'
'grinding stone'

(cf. -fyaahIra 'sweep')
(cf. -tc:;waama 'kneel')
(cf. -kaa1]gu1a 'scrape clean')
(cf. -ku1usa 'scrape')
(cf. -lwaata 'tread on')
(cf. -p:5tc:;::>la 'pierce')
(cf. -riha 'pay')
(cf. -c:;a 'grind')

'quarrel'

(cf. -l:51:5sa 'quarrel')

classes 7/8
q. kIka1aa1]g::> 'frying pan'
r. kIlcia1]gIr::>
s. kInr::>
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(cf. -ka1aa1]ga 'roast, fry')

'mirror'
'mourning wail'

(cf. -lcia1]ga 'watch')
(cf. -rira 'cry')

'other side'
'end'
'pottery tool'

(cf. -finra 'jump')
(cf. -herya 'finish')
(cf. -lU1]glra 'make even')

'laughter'
'tale, story'
'barrier'

(cf. -seka 'laugh')
(cf. -sima 'tell a story')
(cf. -himda 'put across')

classes 9/10
iInr::>
u. mper::>
v. 1]ku1u1]gir::>

t.

classes 11110
w.1usek::>
x. 1usim::>
y. 1uhimd::>

class 14

z. uf6m::>

'rising (of sun), origin'

(cf. -f6ma 'come out')

The remainder of verb-to-noun derivation hardly shows any pattern. Identifiable suffixes might be -I with class 1, as in (45a-c), -wa as in (45d-h), which
originates from passive verb forms, and -ya as in (45i-j) from causative verb
forms.
(45) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

mu1wim
muvyiln
musu1]gaatI
murerwa
mutumwa
kIyuu1wa

'sick person (cLl)'
'parent (el.l)'
'rich person (cLl)'
'dependent (cLl)'
'slave (cLl)'
'evening meal (cI.7)'

(cf. -lwaa1a 'fall ill')
(cf. -vyaa1a 'beget, give birth')
(cf. sY1]gaata'become rich')
(cf. -rera 'raise (child)')
(cf. -tuma 'send')
(cf. -yuu1a 'open')
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g. ndiiwa
h. luumbwa
1. raavya
J. kIlwiirya
k. itambaala
1. IIJkwya
m. bWIItU
n. IJkalaru

'food (cl.9)'
'earthenware (c1.1l)'
'caterpillar species (c1.5)'
'darkness (c1.7)'
'snail (c1.5)'
'death (c1.9)'
'game (c1.9)'
'anger (cl. 9)'

(cf. -rya 'eat')
(cf. -umba 'make pottery')
(cf. -ava 'itch')
(cf. -ira 'become dark')
(cf. -tambaala 'spread, crawl')
(cf. -kwya 'die')
(cf. -bwilta 'play')
(cf. -kalala 'become angry')

3.6.2. Noun-to-noun derivation. There are three kinds of non-regular relationships between items of noun classes, one between plants and their fruits, another
relating human beings with nouns of other classes, and a third one involving pairs
of nouns without a regular pattern of relation. The plant-fruit relationship exhibits
three categories, the first with the plant in class 3 and its fruit in class 5, as shown
in (46a), the second with the plant in class 3 and its fruit in class 9, as in (46b),
and the third with the plant in class 11 and its fruit in class 5, as in (46c).
(46) a. mutunini
muviru
mumbandziru
mupcira
mwiiwi

itunini
iviru
ibandziru
ipcira
riiwi

'Caesalpiniaceae tree species'
'Vangeria tree species'
'tree species'
'guava'
'baobab'

b. mudiisi
mupuru
musaambu
musuulu
mutuula
muticndc

ndiisi
mpuru
saambu
suulu
ntuula
nticnde

'banana'
'Macrolobium coeruleum tree species'
'fig-tree species'
'castor plant'
'egg-plant'
'date-palm'

c ludz6vya
lunmirwa
lutaambu
lutaaIJga
lwaandzwa
luuIJgu

idz6vya
inmirwa
itaambu
itaaIJga
raandzwa
ruUIJgu

'tree species'
'pumpkin species'
'gherkin species'
'pumpkin species'
'bean species'
'pumpkin species'

Some nouns of class 1 can be linked to members of other noun classes. However, it is not possible to establish with certainty which direction a derivational
process took, if these are indeed cases of derivation.
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(47) a. mukaaya
b. mumaka
c. mundu6
d. muuntu

'neighbour'
'guy'
'relative'
'person'
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(cf. cl.9 kaaya 'homestead')15
(cf. c1.9 maka 'animal')
(cf. cl. 9 ndu6 'relative in general')
(cf. cl. 7 kIIntu 'thing')

For the noun pairs shown in (48), no rule of relationship can be established.
The items in (48d-f) might be due to lexicalized augmentatives, though.
(48) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

cl.3 m:J:JI]9:J
cl.7 kIdcdu
cl.9 nd:?ukI
c1.5 itima
cl.5 ivaru
cl.5 it:5:5mb5

'back'
'chin'
'bee'
'liver'
'body side'
'breast'

versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus

c1.7
c1.9
c1.14
cl.3
cl.ll
cl.ll

kI:J:JI]9:J 'mountain ridge'
'beard'
ndedu
'honey'
UUkI
mutima 'heart'
'rib'
luvaru
lut:5:5mb:5 'udder'

4. Conclusion
In addition to filling a descriptive gap in Bantu linguistics, it is hoped that this
paper also has given indications of the place of Rangi within the bigger picture.
First, it was shown that, contrary to reports in previous publications, Rangi nouns
are tonally fully distinctive. Second, Rangi was classified as exhibiting canonical,
i.e. asymmetric Vowel Height Harmony as defined by Hyman [1999], and as
having a seven [i I £ a J U u] vowel system with regular [+ATR] dominance as
predicted by Casali [1998]. Third, Rangi's derivational processes have been
described in detail. Most of the derivational processes reported by M&S92 for
Nyamwezi could be found in Rangi. The most common processes include the
wide range of verbal extensions from the productive Passive, Causative and
Applicative to a number of cognate non-productive suffixes, as well as agentive -i
suffix, diminutives and augmentatives formed with prefixes of noun classes 12
and 5 respectively, and widespread vestiges of an instrumental -:J suffix. Of
course, all of these phenomena are indicative of many Eastern Bantu languages
and, indeed, can be traced to Proto-Bantu [Guthrie 1967-7IIV:215-218]. The
description as such may serve as a first step in solving the puzzle of Rangi' s
genetic affiliation, viz. that it is "not obviously unambiguously related to any
other East African group" [Nurse 1999: 11]. Providing more insights by way of a
detailed comparison with other related, though not immediately neighbouring
15 Kaaya is probably the original word as cognates of it are found in many Bantu languages,
but not of the form mukaaya.
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languages to the West (Bantu F), to the North (Bantu E) and to the South-East
(Bantu G), will have to be left to further studies.
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